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DIRECT DECOMPOSITION OF TENSOR PRODUCTS
INTO SUBTENSOR PRODUCTS

I. Y.  CHUNG

Abstract. A subtensor product of a family of modules is

defined by using a subdirect product of the family of modules con-

sidered as sets. A tensor product of modules can be decomposed into

a direct sum of subtensor products of the modules. Subtensor prod-

ucts of graded modules and graded algebras are also studied. As

an application of these, a certain subtensor product of a family (not

necessarily finite) of anticommutative algebras is shown to be a co-

product of this family in the category of unitary anticommutative

algebras, and it can be imbedded as a direct summand into a tensor

product of the family as modules.

1. Subtensor product of modules. Let (Mx)xeI be a family of modules

over a commutative ring R with unit, and U a subset of the cartesian

product \~[xei Mx as sets. For an .R-module TV, a mapping cp: U—>-N will be

called a multilinear mapping of U into TV if for any (xx)xeI, (yx)xei and

fcW m V such that xß=Xyß+pzß, where X and p are in R, for one

ß el, and xx=yx=zx for all a e I with a^/3,

9<CO«7) = WiyJael) + MOAcj)

holds. A multilinear mapping of \~[xei Ma into TV is a usual multilinear

mapping; and a restriction mapping of this to U is an example of a multi-

linear mapping in our sense. By a similar construction to that of a tensor

product of modules [1, Theorem 37, p. 87], the following theorem can be

proved.

Theorem 1. For any U £ Ylxei M~x, there exist an R-module A and a

multilinear mapping oofU into A such that for any R-module TV and for any

multilinear mapping tpofU into N there exists a unique linear mapping f of

A into TV such that f ° a—cp.

Proof. Let F be a free ï\-module with U as its basis ; and J be the sub-

module of F generated by the elements (xx)xeT—X(yx)xeI—p(zx)xeI, where
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(*«)aeí. iyXei and izx)xeI are in U, X, p e R, such that xß=Xyß+pZß for

one ß El, and xx=yx=zx for all a e/ with a^/?. Put A=FjJ, and let a

be the restriction mapping of the natural homomorphism of F onto A to

U.   Q.E.D.
Definitions. Let Uç.y[xeIMx be a subdirect product, i.e., for any

ß El, the mapping U->-Mß, ixx)x^p-^xß is onto. A pair (A, a), where A

and ff are as in Theorem 1, will be called a subtensor product of (Mx)xei

with respect to a subdirectproduct of(Mx)xei. A will be denoted by u®xei Mx;

and o((xx)x€l) by rj® xx, or u®xei xx.fis called the linearization of q>.

Remark 1. Let (Nx)xeI be a family of /î-modules such that Mx is a

submodule of Nx for each a e /. If a subtensor product were defined for

an arbitrary subset U of \~[xei Mx, i.e., U is not necessarily a subdirect

product, then v®x€i Mx^v®x€j Nx. This we do not want.

As usual, a subtensor product of (Mx)x€l with respect to U is uniquely

determined up to unique isomorphisms, and it is generated by the set of all

elements v® xx such that (xx)xeI e U.

2. Direct decompositions into subtensor product. Let U be a subset of

Yiaei'M* satisfying the following condition (2.1).

(2.1) For any (xx)xeI, (yx)xe¡, and (zx)x€l in TJaei Mx such that x,=

Xyß+pzß, X, pE R, for one ß e /, and xx=yx=zx for all a € / with aj^ß,

>f ixXei >s in U, both (jjae2 and (zXei are in ¿7.

Then U is a subdirect product of (Mx)xBl. In fact, let (xj„67 e Í/. For

any y e Mß, let (yj«/ be an element of T~[x€i Mx such that yß=y and

ya=xx for all ajé/S; (za)aej such that zß=xß— y and zx=xx for all oc^/S.

Then (yjaez e (/ by (2.1). It follows that the mapping U-*Mß, (xx)xeIt-*xß

is onto. Hence U is a subdirect product.

Theorem 2. Suppose that YJx€l Mx= U3-6j U} be a partition ofYiaei Mx

into mutually disjoint subsets U¡ satisfying (2A)for each j e /. Let S¡ be the

submodule of 7 = ®xei M~x generated by the elements ® xx such that

ixXei <= Uf. Then

(1) T=2ieJ S, (direct),

(2) S^ rj.®xsI Mx,for each j e J.

More precisely, the linear mapping q5'-v ®ttei MX-*T, v ® xxt-*® xx, is

one-to-one and onto S¡.

Proof. Let q: ®jej (u ®xei MJ->-T be the linear mapping defined by

a((yj)Jej)=2Jejq¡(y,), where yj e rj.®xei Mx. Also, for each ¡eJ, let

Pi'-Ui-* ©¡¿j iu.®xei Mx) be the multilinear mapping defined by

PiiixXei)=iydi'eJ such that y~Vi®xx and j3=0 for all j^i. Let

P''-T\*ei Mx-+ ®jeJ iVj®,teiMx) be the mapping extending each p{,

iEj.p is a multilinear mapping, since every U¡ satisfies (2.1). If/» is the
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linearization ofp', then q op and/? ° q are identity mappings. Hence q is an

isomorphism. Also, it is clear that qj(u.®xsi MX)=S¡. (1) and (2) are

immediate consequences of these.    Q.E.D.

Example 1. Define an equivalent relation on Ylaei Mx by (wx)xñI~

(m«)«=j iff wx=w'x for almost all a el. Let ^>=Ylxei MJ~, the quotient

set. Then every We O satisfies (2.1). Hence, if we denote by Sw the sub-

module of T generated by the elements ® xx such that (xx)x£l e W, for

each W e O, it follows from Theorem 2 that

7 = 2 sw   (direct);
We<S>

Sw st w®xeI Mx,   for each W e O.

Lemma. Let Ubeasubset of 1~1xeI Mx;andlet <&'={We<&:WC\U9é0},

where í> is as in Example 1. The following are equivalent.

(1) U satisfies (2.1).
(2) 1/=IW W-
(3) i/'=ria6j Mj— U, the complementary set of U in YJ„ei Mx,

satisfies (2.1).

Proof. Let (wx)x£le IVnU. Then for any (xx)xeI e W, xx=wx for

almost all a. el; say, xx.^wx. for i=l, 2, • • • , n, and xx=wx for all

a el with a^a, for t= 1,2, •••,«. Let (jaW erT«z-W» sucn that

yXi=xXi, yx=wx for all <x e / with a?**!; (zjae/ such that zXi = wXi—xXi,

zx=wx for all a. el with a^oc,. Then w.^a+z. for one a=a1, and

ita=ja=zC[ for all a^ocj. If ¿/ satisfies (2.1), (yx)xei e U. Continue this

process for a2, • ■ • , a„. It follows from this that (xx)x£l e U. This implies

that W^ U for all W e <£'. Hence (1) implies (2). It is obvious that (2)

implies (1). Similarly, we can prove that (2) if and only if (3).

Theorem 3. Let 1= {JkeK dk be a partition of I into mutually disjoint

sets Jk; ■n-k:\~[x<¡IMx-+Y\xiji:Mx a mapping defined by nk((xx)aei) =

(xjx€jk; and Tk:\~[xejk Mx-+ ®xejt Mx the universal multilinear mapping.

Let U be a subset of Y\xeI Mx satisfying (2.1); Uk=nk(U); Gk=Tk(Uk); and

V={()>k\*K 6 YWeK (ut®«eJk M~x):.yk e Gkfor almost all k e K}. Then the
R-homomorphism

(2.2) B:v®XQi Mx—-v®k£K (Ut®«eJt M*), such that

17®«! X« *-» v®keK (uk®*eJk xx)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let Fk be the free R-module with Uk as basis, for which

Uk®x€jkMx is a quotient in its construction (cf. Theorem 1), vk:Fk—>-

uk®aeJt Mx the natural homomorphism, and Sk the kernel of vk. We first
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consider the case where U e O (3> as in Example 1). Let

U = \izk)ksK EYlFk:zkEUk for almost all k e K

and let

/ •' 0®keK Pk -* r®teK (i»*®«^* M«)

be the linearization of 0-+v®keK (Uk®aeJk Mx), izk)keK^y®k<BK vk(zk).

Let S be the submodule of j-®k€K Fk generated by the elements Q®keK zk,

where, for at least one k e K,zkE Sk. Then Ss Ker/clearly. We will show

that S=Ker/. Let 0®zk, c®z'k e 0®k^K Fk such that zk-zk e Sk for all

k E K. Since U e <t> and zfc, z'k e Uk for almost all k eK, zk=zk for almost

all k E K. Let zki^z'k. for /= 1, • ■ • , n. Then v®zk— c®zk= 2Li v''¿, where

•*',•= t?®*e*»*; »*=**=** for k¿¿kx,- ■■ ,kn; vk=zk. if _/'</, t»t<=zti-

Zv vk=z'k. ifj>i. Since each u¿ e 5, r?®zfc—¿7® z'kE S. It follows from this

that K->j?®)teA- F»/S, (yui*K»ü®zk+S, where z4 6 »-^(y*) for a11 k e K>

is a well-defined multilinear mapping. Let

g-V®keK iUk®XeJ* M.) -*- ¡7®*^' f */S

be the linearization of this, then g °f=v, where v is the natural homo-

morphism of fj®keK Fk onto ç®keK FjJS- Hence Ker/=5. Any element

zk 6 Fk can be uniquely expressed as 2¿t r¿,. (**,..*)«./**' where r,t 6 R and

fet,«W, en^J-j Ma. Consider

0-+V ®„z Mx, izk)keK \-+ 2  ( FI ri* ) 0 ®«Z Xik.„

where the sum is over all i¡k)keK- Then this mapping is properly defined,

since zk e Uk for almost all k e K. Let h be the linearization of this. If

** e Sk,

?k = 2 ±((*«W* - (J'«)«J-* - (Z«W*)'

where xß=yß+zß for one /? 6 Jk and x«=J«=zS[ for all a e 7t, a sé/?. Hence

if izk)keK e 5, A((zjt)*6jj-)=0. It follows that A(S)=0. Thus, there exists

an ZMiomomorphism r¡;v®keK iut®ac-jk A/J-»- ®„ej Ma such that 6 ° 97

and r¡ ° 6 are identity mappings. We now consider the case where (/ is a

subset of YlzeiM* satisfying (2.1). Let U=\JWe(S>. W (O' as in the

Lemma). Then by Theorem 2, the Lemma, and the previous case,

U®ael W.^9 iw®ael **«) £* ©   (fV®teX (jF*®^* Af«)),
TFe«' We*'

where W, Wk and Krr correspond to U, Uk and K in the previous case of

U e O  respectively;  and isomorphisms  are canonical.   wk®^Jk^a—

ut®*eJkM*  and  Vw®keKÍwk®aejkMx)^v®keK(Ut®xejkMx)  canon-

ically, by Theorem 2, and the Lemma. KTF's are mutually disjoint, and
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hence

© (nr®tejc (jr*®«J* Ma)) s r®teK (r/*®«j* M«)

canonically. Hence u®xei Mx can be canonically imbedded into

v®keK:(uk®aeJk Ma). This canonical imbedding can be easily seen to be 0,

hence 6 is one-to-one. 6 is clearly onto.   Q.E.D.

Example 2. Let I=UkeKJ'k be a partition of/into mutually disjoint

sets .4. If AT is a finite set, it is well known [1, Theorem 39, p. 92] that

(2.3) ®MX^®(®MX)
*el kuK \gejk       /

by the canonical isomorphism. However, if K is infinite, the situation is

slightly different. As a special case of Theorem 3, if we put U=\~[xeI Mx,

it is easy to see that ®xei Mx is isomorphic to a direct summand of

®keK (®xeJk Mx).

Let /=Ufc6fi:/fc=Ufc'eJK"'-4'- be two partitions of I into mutually dis-

joint sets Jk and Jk. respectively. If K and K' are finite sets, it is clear from

the isomorphism (2.3) that

(2.4) ® ( ® Mx) c* ® ( ® Mx\
kzK \<u=Jk       I       k'sK' W./'*'       /

canonically. However, if at least one of K and K' are infinite, (2.4) is no

longer true. Let U be a subset of TJxei Mx satisfying (2.1). Let V and Uk

be as in Theorem 3, V and Uk. be defined for the partition {Jk'eK'Ji in

the same way as Vk and Uk respectively.

Corollary 1.   Similar to (2.4),

(2.5) V®teK (uk®«*Jt M*) ^ V®k'eK' (t/V®«-/'*' M«)

canonically.

3. Subtensor product of graded modules. In this section, we assume

that, for each a. el, Mx=2y*Tx Mx.y (direct) is a graded .R-module with

Yx as its set of degrees; MaiJ being the submodule of homogeneous

elements of degree y. For any feV\xei Ya=P, let Tf be the submodule of

T= ®xeI Mx generated by the elements ® xx such that xx e MXtfix) for

all a. el. If Us finite, it is well known [1, Theorem 40, p. 94] that

(3.1) T=2Tf   (dire«),
UP

and that

Tf = ® MxMx),   for each fe P.
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Hence T is a graded module with P as a set of degrees. However, if / is

infinite, (3.1) is not necessarily true.

Let TH be the submodule of T generated by the elements ® xxeT such

that xx is homogeneous for all a e / (notice that TH is also generated by the

elements ®xxeT such that xx is homogeneous for almost all oleI);

Th- generated by the elements ® xxeT such that xx is not homogeneous

for infinitely many a e /. Then by Theorem 2,

T=TH + Th.   (direct);

TrQè H®cei Mx   and   TH. g* H.®xsI Mx,

where H= {(xx)xeI e J~[xei Mx : xx is homogeneous for almost all a e /}, and

H'={(xx)xeI E YJaei Mx:xx is not homogeneous for infinitely many a € /}.

Theorem 4.    TH=2fepTf (direct), and Tf^®xeI MxMx), for each

fEP.

Proof. Let px.fix):Mx-^-Mx¡fM be the linear mapping such that the

restriction of px,f(x) to Mx,y, y e Yx, is the identity mapping on Ma,y if

y=f(a), zero for all y ̂ /(a). Suppose that pf is the restriction mapping of

®*eiP*.n*) to TH, and define p:TH-+ ®feP (®xeI Mx,f(x)) by p(x)=

(pf(x))flEp for x e TH.pf(x)=0 for almost all/e P, and hence/» is properly

defined. On the other hand, let if:®xsr Mx.f{x)—>-TH be the linearization of

the multilinear mapping \~[x€l Mx,f(x)-+TH, (xx)xeJh+ ® xx. Let

Í-@(®K.fía,)-*TH
feP\xeI /

be a linear mapping defined by

>iiyf)fep) = 2 '/lV/)>       yf e ® Mx,f{x).
HP «zl

p o i and i op are identity mappings. Hence p is an isomorphism. (1) and

(2) follow from this immediately.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 5. Let U be a subset of H satisfying (2.1), where H is as in

Theorem 4. Then

(3-3) U®*eIMa^®iu,®*elMx,fM),
feP

where Uf= i/n Yl<xei Mx,f{x). (This is a slightly generalized form of Theorem

4.)

Proof.    Essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 4.

4. Generalized definition. We would like to have a generalized definition

of subtensor product so that Uk®xejk Mx (in (2.2)), v®keK (uk®*ejk Mx)
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(in (2.2)) and Uf®xeï Mx,f{x) (in (3.3)) can be expressed as v®x€jk Mx,

u®keK (u®aeJk Mx) and u®xBl Ma,Hx) respectively. If we have one such,

those properties which are true for a tensor product of a finite family also

are true for a subtensor product of an infinite family. Namely, (2.2),

(2.5) and (3.3) are

(4-1) u ®«7 M„ Si U ®teA' ( U ®*eJk M«)>

(4-2) u®keK (c7®«c7* Ai.) si r/®*-.*- (u®*eJ'k- Mx),   and

(4-3) u®xeI Mx ^®(u®aeT M«.„.,),
Ul'

respectively. The following definition serves the purpose.

Definition. Let (Mx)xeI be a family of /^-modules, /£/ a subset,

1= {JkeK Jk a partition of / into mutually disjoint subsets, Nk a sub-

module of ®xeJk Mx for each k e K; Trk:Tlxei Ma-*\~[aeJk Mk a mapping

defined by trk((xx)xeI)=(xx)xSjk for each k e K, rh-f\m,t Mx-> ®a€jk Mx

the universal multilinear mapping for each k e K. Let U be a subset of

YUiK, Uk=7tk(U), Gk=rk(Uk), and V={(yk)k€K eTJkeK Nk:yke

Gk<~^Nk}. v®keK Nk will be called a generalized subtensor product of a

family (Nk)keK with respect to a subdirect product Uof(Mx)x€l, and will be

denoted by u®keK Mk.

Remark 2. We will demonstrate that Uk®xejk Mx (in (2.2)) can be

expressed as u®xejk Mx, in generalized definition. For any subset J of I,

denote n(U), where Tr:T~\aeI Mx-+Y[xçj Mx, (xx)xeIt-+(xx)x€j, by Uj.

Consider the special case where J=K, Jx={a.} for a.eK, NX=MX for

« e K, then V={(yx)xeJ eU.ej Mx.yx 6 Gx}=Uj. Hence

(4-4) r/,®aej Mx == F®tejK Nk = p®^^ JV»-

7fc is a subset of/. It follows from (4.4) that Uk®x€jk Mx=u®xejk Mx.

Remark 3.   The others follow similarly to Remark 2.

5. Application: coproduct of anticommutative algebras. Let (Ax)xeI be a

family of unitary graded algebras over a commutative ring R, all ad-

mitting the additive group Z of integers as their group of degrees. We

shall denote by Ax,k the submodule of Aa of all homogeneous elements of

degree k. In case / is finite, T= ®xeI Ax is a graded .R-algebra with Z as its

group of degrees [1, pp. 154-156]. But if /is infinite, it is not possible to

define a multiplication in T analogously to the finite case so that T is a

graded algebra with Z as its group of degrees. However, we shall consider

the submodule A of T=®x€l Ax generated by the set of all elements

® ax in T such that ax= \x for almost all a e /, where la is the identity

element of Zx for each a e I.
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Definition. For a family (A Jae7 of unitary /î-algebras, a subtensor

product with respect to

W = \ixXei e HI A*'-x, = la for almost all a e /

in the generalized definition will be called a restricted tensor product and

will be denoted by ®"ej Ax.

In fact, /4^®^e/ /i„, and A = 2/¡=q Sr (direct) by Theorem 5, where Q=

{fe ZI:f(a)=0 for almost all a e /}, and Sf,fE Z1, is the submodule of A

generated by the elements ® ax e A such that ax e AxJ(x) for all a e /.

Sf=0 for/* Q, and SfSt®?eI AxAf)x.
We now define a multiplication on A so that A becomes a graded

algebra. Let px:Ax®Ax—>AX be the linearization of the multiplication in

Ax; and for/, g e Ô, let px,t¡a be the restriction of px to ^„./(a)®^«.^,»); this

last module considered as a submodule of AX®AX. There is a canonical

isomorphism a»/,,, of Sf®Sg onto ®^6r 04»,/u)®/^.^,,)) which maps the

element (®?€/ ax)®(®^1 bx) to ®£7 (ax®bx) (cf. (4.2)), considering that

Sf is canonically identified with ®x€l Ax,f(x), for each/e 0- Let /be totally

ordered by =, and set N(f,g)=2x>ßf(a)g(ß) (N(fg) is properly de-
fined, since/(a) and g (a) are zero for almost all a eI), q>f.g = (— \)mf-g)'°'-«,

and Pf.¡=(®xei Pa.f.ç) ° <Pf.g, where ®a%1 pxJ.g is the restriction of

®*eit¿*.f.g to ®"eJ (Ax.nx)®AxMx)). Then /*,.„ is a linear mapping of

Sf®Sg into Sf+B. We may assume that the modules Sf®Sg are taken to be

submodules of A®A and that A®A is their direct sum (cf. (4.3)). Let p

be the linear mapping of A®A—>A which extends all the mappings pf-g.

If a, a' are any elements of A, we set

ad = p(a ® a);

this gives a multiplication in j4, and we have

®ax) (®bx) = (-l)"(f-°)®(axbx).
<zel     I  \xel     I xel

It can be shown that A is an Ä-algebra, in the same way as [1, pp. 155-156].

For any integer/», let AP=2s(f)=„ Sf, where s(f)=2*eifi<*)- Then A —
2j, Av (direct) is a graded algebra with Z as its group of degrees. Similarly

to the proof of [1, Theorem 14, p. 161], it can be shown that if each Ax is an

anticommutative algebra, then A = ®x€lAx is also an anticommutative

algebra.

Theorem 6. For a family (Ax)x£l of anticommutative R-algebras, a pair

(®*eiA*, i0*)«ei), where dß:Aß->-®%eI Ax is a linear mapping such that

dß(a)=® ax with aß=a, ax=lx for all a e /, ca^ß, is a coproductof(Ax)xeI
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in the category of unitary anticommutative R-algebras and unitary homo-

geneous homomorphisms of degree zero.

Proof.   Similar to the proof of [2, Theorem 1].
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